The free Maxwell theory in d = 4 dimensions provides a physical example of a unitary, scale invariant theory which is NOT conformally invariant. The easiest way to see this is that the field strength operator F µν is neither a primary nor a descendant. We show how conformal multiplets can be completed, and conformality restored, by adding new local operators to the theory. In d 5, this can only be done by sacrificing unitarity of the extended Hilbert space. We analyze the full symmetry structure of the extended theory, which turns out to be related to the OSp(d, 2|2) superalgebra.
Conformal invariance plays a central role in quantum field theory (QFT). It is often assumed to be an almost inevitable consequence of scale invariance. For instance, in the world-sheet formulation of string theory, the target space equations of motion can be obtained by imposing the vanishing of the beta function of the underlying two-dimensional world-sheet field theory. A vanishing beta function only indicates scale invariance, and does not automatically imply conformal invariance. Yet, it is the conformal invariance that is necessary for the consistency of the world-sheet string theory. Can we find a string background that satisfies the equations of motion but is inconsistent just because of the lack of conformal invariance? Another example arises in condensed matter physics. In order to classify the possible critical phenomena, we use the conformal field theory (CFT) techniques. Is it really the case that critical phenomena must always enjoy conformal invariance while their definition only requires scale invariance? Is there any deep physics behind the distinction between scale invariance and conformal invariance?
That scale invariance should generically imply conformal invariance can be intuitively understood as follows. If a theory is scale invariant, the trace of its energy-momentum tensor should be a total divergence [1] [2] :
Here k µ is the 'virial current' (internal part of the scale current). Since T µν has dimension d, k µ must have dimension exactly d − 1 at the fixed point. However, barring coincidences, only conserved currents do not acquire anomalous dimensions. Thus, generically, k µ will be conserved, so that (1.1) implies T µ µ = 0, which is the condition for conformal invariance.
The word "generically" in the above paragraph is important, since scale but not conformally invariant theories do exist. One class of examples is formed by non-unitary theories, such as the theory of elasticity (i.e. the free vector field without gauge invariance) [3] , or theories based on higher-derivative Lagrangians. A second class includes theories which are unitary but do not have an energy-momentum tensor operator, such as the linearized gravity, or a Gaussian vector field with a non-conformally invariant two-point function [4] .
A third class is based on non-compact models like the deformed Liouville theory [5] [6] , which typically break unitarity as well.
It turns out that in d = 2 spacetime dimensions, this classification of counterexamples is complete: a fundamental theorem due to Zamolodchikov and Polchinski [7, 8] 1 says that any scale invariant 2D QFT which is unitary, has a well-defined energy-momentum tensor, and has a discrete spectrum, is conformally invariant.
For d 3, the situation remains unclear. Polchinski [8] in 1987 undertook a detailed review of the pre-existing literature and found no counterexamples. Systematic searches among theories having candidates for a nonconserved virial current [8, 4] have not turned up any counterexamples either. Consequently, a general conjecture seems to be that the Zamolodchikov-Polchinski theorem is true in d 3, even though a proof is so far elusive.
In this note we explain that this conjecture is false, at least in d = 3 and in d 5.
The counterexample is astonishingly simple: it is the free Maxwell theory! The theory is unitary, has a well-defined energy-momentum tensor and has a discrete spectrum, and it is legitimate to call it a physical scale invariant but non-conformal field theory. Moreover, in d 5, we will see a far richer structure of the theory by embedding it (in the BRST sense)
into a non-unitary CFT, whose physical subsector coincides with the unitary Maxwell theory.
The note is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly remind the reader the axioms of conformal field theory, and demonstrate them on the d = 4 Maxwell theory, which is a bona fide CFT. In Sections 3,4,5 we discuss the Maxwell theory in d = 3 and d 5. These theories are not conformal since F µν , the lowest dimension gauge invariant operator, is neither a primary nor a descendant. Interestingly, in both cases conformality can be saved but only at the price of changing the theory by extending the space of local operators. In the extended Hilbert space F µν is a descendant. The difference between d = 3 and d 5 is that in the second case the extended Hilbert space is, necessarily, not unitary. This poses further conceptual puzzles, which we attempt to resolve. We summarize and conclude in Section 6.
Note added. When our paper was being prepared for publication, paper [27] appeared which also discusses scale and conformal (non)invariance of the d = 4 Maxwell theory, at the classical level.
In this paper we will consistently emphasize the arguments based on correlation functions over the conventional Lagrangian methods. On the most basic level, QFT is simply a set of correlators of local operators. These correlators must satisfy well-known and natural axioms (the Wightman axioms), such as Lorentz invariance, microcausality, and unitarity, to which we add the existence of the energy-momentum tensor operator 2 . A Lagrangian is useful inasmuch as it allows one to compute the correlators; having a good Lagrangian also guarantees that the correlators will satisfy the axioms. Once the correlators are computed, however, and the theory thus defined, we can safely discard the Lagrangian and never recall it.
Consider the free Maxwell theory in d = 4 from this point of view. The Lagrangian
defines the two-point function of the gauge potential A µ . In the position space (we do not keep track of the overall field normalization)
This two-point function is gauge-variant and not physical, but it serves to define the correlators of the gauge invariant field strength F µν = ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ . For example, the two-point function of F µν comes out to be
The latter set of gauge invariant correlators defines the theory. It is not yet the full theory because other local and gauge invariant fields can be constructed by taking the OPE of F µν with itself. Since we are dealing with a free theory, these fields are nothing but normal ordered powers of F µν . Among them, two notable fields are the scalar
and the symmetric tensor
The latter field is in fact the energy-momentum tensor of the theory. In textbook treat- 
Following this logic, let us compute the three-point function of the Φ = :(F µν ) 2 :. We find that it vanishes:
This equation is consistent with Φ being a scalar primary, with an (accidentally) vanishing three-point function coefficient c ΦΦΦ .
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A further constraint is that the two-point functions of tensor primaries have to be constructed out of the I µν tensor (see e.g. [11] ). Eq. (2.1) is thus consistent with F µν being an antisymmetric tensor primary.
It is good news for the conformal invariance of the theory that both Φ and F µν can be interpreted as primaries. Had we found a contradiction at this point, the only remaining possibility (consistent with conformality of the theory) would be to try to interpret them as descendants. However, there are no candidate gauge invariant local fields in the theory of which Φ and F µν could be descendants.
Let us finally discuss unitarity in some detail. Unitarity is an important part of the Wightman axioms, and means positivity of the spectral density for Minkowski-space non time-ordered correlators. 4 Applied to two-point functions 0|O † (x)O(y)|0 , unitarity implies lower bounds on the scaling dimensions of local operators. For example, scalars have dimensions ∆ ≥ 1. In conformal theories, unitarity bounds for each primary type (vector, symmetric traceless and antisymmetric two-tensors, etc.) can be obtained [12] .
The dimension of an antisymmetric tensor primary is always ∆ ≥ 2, saturated by F µν .
The vectors have dimensions ∆ ≥ 3. There is no contradiction that the Maxwell gauge potential violates this bound, since it does not even belong to the Hilbert space of the theory (let alone being a primary).
3 Maxwell theory in d = 4. Conformality lost.
Let us now consider the Maxwell theory in
5 By the Maxwell theory we mean the same as in the previous section, i.e. the set of correlation functions of the gauge invariant fields, such as F µν and its operator products. The gauge potential is not a physical field of the theory: its gauge dependent two-point function
is only used to define the correlators of F µν .
It is obvious that the d = 4 Maxwell is scale invariant; it is also unitary, just like in d = 4. Is it conformally invariant? If we are to follow the textbook approach, we have to compute the trace of the energy-momentum tensor (2.2). We find
However, by itself this does not automatically imply the absence of conformal invariance. For example, the free scalar energy-momentum tensor
suffers from the same problem if d = 2, yet it is known that it can be 'improved', so that the free scalar theory is in fact conformally invariant in any dimension. This is because the virial current happens to be a total divergence (see below). scalar case. But first, let us look at the two-point function of F µν and the three-point function of Φ = :(F µν ) 2 :. For a general d they turn out to have the form:
For d = 4, these equations imply that neither F µν nor Φ can be conformal primaries.
If the d = 4 Maxwell is to be conformal, these fields have to be descendants of some other local gauge invariant fields. But of which ones? There are no other gauge invariant fields of sufficiently low dimension which could serve this purpose. In fact, F µν is the lowestdimensional gauge invariant field, so it cannot be anyone else's descendant. The Φ and T µν are the next-to-lowest dimensional fields after F µν . Thus Φ could only be a descendant of F µν . But F µν has no scalar descendants, since ∂ µ F µν = 0.
We are led to conclude that the d = 4 Maxwell is not conformally invariant.
For completeness, let us discuss how the same conclusion could be reached using the textbook approach, by showing that the energy-momentum tensor cannot be improved.
To begin with, note that the energy-momentum tensor trace can be represented as a total
This had to happen since the theory is scale invariant. Notice that it is somewhat peculiar that the virial current k µ is not gauge invariant 6 . As a consequence, the conserved dilatation
is gauge invariant. Using the equations of motion,
The condition for the improvement of the energy-momentum tensor (so that it can be traceless) is that the k µ be a total derivative [2, 8] :
where L µν must be a dimension d − 2 symmetric tensor constructed out of the local fields of the theory (for d > 2). On dimensional grounds the only possibility is
but it is easy to check that this cannot generate the above k µ no matter how we choose a 1 and a 2 .
4 Recovering conformality in d = 3
As we have seen in the previous section, the d = 4 Maxwell theory is scale invariant but not conformal, since there are gauge invariant local fields which are neither primaries nor descendants.
It turns out that a partial fix is possible. Namely, we can try to add new local fields to the theory. The new extended theory will contain all the correlation functions of the original Maxwell theory and the correlators of the new fields. The new fields will be primaries, and the old fields like F µν or Φ will now be descendants of the new fields. Thus the extended theory will be conformal. Let us add to the theory a free scalar field B. We will postulate that F µν is a descendant of B, according to the formula
Physically, B is the non-local magnetic dual of the gauge potential.
7 Another way to turn d = 4 Maxwell theory into a classically conformal theory would be to couple it to a conformal compensator scalar field, i.e. by considering actions of the form F 2 µν φ α + (∂φ) 2 for an appropriate α. We are grateful to A. Tseytlin for this remark. Notice however that at the quantum level, such an action could describe only an effective field theory in a phase of spontaneously broken conformal invariance (since one would have to give φ a vev). There would be severe difficulties in defining such a theory in the UV. In this paper we deal with much simpler theories, but with the virtue that they make sense quantum-mechanically at all energies.
It is not difficult to check that, in d = 3, prescription (4.1) gives the F µν two-point function that is identical to Eq. (3.2). Furthermore, the extended theory will also contain new composite fields constructed out of B. Their existence is essential to complete all conformal multiplets. For example, Φ will now be a descendant of : B 2 :.
The outlined construction can be rephrased as follows: In d = 3, free scalar theory contains a subsector which is isomorphic to the Maxwell theory. By a subsector we mean here a set of correlators closed with respect to the OPE.
In other words, we have saved conformality by extending the d = 3 Maxwell into the free scalar theory, which is conformal for any d. It has to be stressed that by passing from
Maxwell to free scalar we really changed the theory (changed the set of local operators).
The extended theory is unitary, so we can successfully embed the non-conformal Maxwell (see e.g. [15] ). In this example, the manifestation of the maximal supersymmetry required the existence of the magnetic dual operators.
5 Recovering conformality in d ≥ 5
No unitary extension
We will now discuss whether the d ≥ 5 Maxwell can also be extended into a conformal theory, similarly to d = 3. To answer this question, we have to try to add a field that satisfies the following property: it has the two-point function of a primary field, and we can construct F µν as its descendant. However, this runs into the following difficulty. Taking into account that all bosonic primaries are symmetric traceless or antisymmetric tensors, there are only two possible descendant relations:
where Y is a hypothetical primary vector (not to be confused with the vector potential A µ ), while Z would be a totally antisymmetric tensor of rank d − 3. To be consistent with the scaling dimension of F µν , ∆ F = d/2, these fields would have to have dimension
The trouble is, such low dimensions are inconsistent with unitarity. Unitarity bounds for higher dimensional conformal fields theories were derived in [16] , [17] 8 ; in the cases of interest for us they read:
We are thus led to the conclusion that it is impossible to extend the d ≥ 5 Maxwell into a unitary conformal theory.
A non-unitary extension
Despite the difficulty we have mentioned, it turns out that an extension into a non-unitary conformal theory is possible. Namely, let us add to the theory a local field Y µ having a two-point function of a dimension d/2 − 1 vector primary:
Assume that this field is Gaussian, i.e. all higher order correlators are computed via Wick's theorem. This, then, is a conformal field theory, which is non-unitary, since the unitarity bound (5.1) is violated (see Appendix B for an elementary derivation of this bound).
Assume further that F µν is a descendant of Y µ via
It is not difficult to check that this ansatz reproduces the two-point function of F µν given by (3.2), up to a normalization factor of (d − 4)/(d − 2). This is all we need to demonstrate the extension.
This result suggests several interesting questions, to be discussed below. 8 Metsaev [16] used a field-theoretic AdS realization which gives results equivalent to a purely grouptheoretic derivation given later by Minwalla [17] .
The origin of Y µ
In Sections 2,3 we have not specified the gauge in which we compute the gauge field propagator (since, of course, all gauges give the same F µν two-point functions). Let us now focus on the ξ-gauge,
so that the momentum space propagator takes the well-known form
from which the coordinate-space propagator is found to be
(up to an overall constant factor). Now notice a curious thing. For a particular choice of the gauge parameter
the two-point function of A µ becomes proportional to the I µν tensor, and thus takes the form consistent with A µ being a conformal primary. For this value of ξ, the gauge-fixed theory (5.4) is conformal. (In Appendix C we also show that its energy-momentum tensor can be improved to become traceless.) This, then, is the underlying reason which made it possible to extend the Maxwell theory into a CFT in which the field strength is a descendant of a primary vector field.
The primary vector Y µ is nothing but the vector potential A µ in a particular ξ-gauge. This of course guarantees that the identification (5.3) will produce the correct F µν two-point function.
BRST-like interpretation
From now on we will consider the theory (5.4) with ξ = ξ * and will rename A µ to Y µ , in order to avoid any possible confusion. As discussed above, this is a CFT, however of an unusual sort. While the full theory is non-unitary, there is a subsector of the theory (the One would like to come up with a procedure to distinguish the unitary sector from non-unitary sectors of the theory. As usual in gauge-fixed theories, BRST is the way to implement the distinction. Thus, let us add to the theory the ghost sector
On the one hand, the new local fields c 1,2 , anticommuting scalars, also violate unitarity.
On the other hand, the full theory now has a BRST-like symmetry with two fermionic generators ('BRST' and 'anti-BRST')
The unitary subsector of the theory can now be picked out by saying that it consists of all Q-invariant fields.
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There is one curious thing about the above construction which merits further attention: the BRST transformations do not commute with the conformal algebra. This is already obvious from the fact that a BRST-variant primary field Y µ has a BRST-invariant descendant F µν . This looks pretty unusual: for example in string-theoretic 2D CFTs the BRST operator always commutes with the conformal algebra. This also provokes us to try to identify the full symmetry (super)algebra of the theory, containing both the BRST and conformal generators.
Extended conformal algebra
Conformal algebra commutation relations and the generator action on the primary fields are summarized in Appendix A. In particular, the action on the ghosts c a , which are scalars, is given by Eq. (A.2) with ∆ = (d − 2)/2 and Σ ≡ 0. The action on the primary vector Y µ is given by the same equations but now Σ is nontrivial:
In order to understand the full symmetry algebra, we have to include Eq. (5.6), which defines the action of fermionic generators Q a .
As already mentioned above, Q's cannot commute with the conformal algebra: the
One of the Q a or both of them would equally work. 10 In the section ∼ means equality up to an irrelevant c-number factor.
can only be consistent if
An explicit computation shows that, indeed, these new 'fermionic rotation' generators Q aµ act nontrivially on the primary fields:
What is, then, the full symmetry (super)algebra of the theory we are dealing with?
A natural conjecture could be that this is the orthosymplectic superalgebra OSp(d, 2|2).
Indeed, this superalgebra has the bosonic subgroup SO(d, 2) × Sp (2), and is the smallest (simple) superalgebra that contains this symmetry [18] . The first factor could then be identified with the conformal algebra, while the second factor acts on the ghosts which form the fundamental multiplet of Sp (2), so that the ghost action (5.5) is invariant. The full (anti)commutation relations of OSp(d, 2|2) are [19] [
Here J [αβ] are the SO(d, 2) generators (see Appendix A), J ab (ab = 11, 12, 22) are the Sp (2) generators. The fermionic generators are J a± (x ± = x d+1 ± x d ) and J aµ ; they satisfy the commutation relations
Let us try to identify Q a ∼ J a+ so that the BRST operator becomes a sort of fermionic P µ . This is consistent with {Q a , Q b } = 0. Then Eq.
(5.8) identifies J aµ with the fermionic rotation Q aµ as defined above.
However, unfortunately, this OSp(d, 2|2) conjecture does not hold up since the algebra with the above identifications does not close. To see this, consider the partial case of Eq.
(5.10),
On the other hand, an explicit computation using the known action of Q a and Q bµ on the fields shows:
where P ′ µ is a new bosonic generator which acts only on Y µ according to
These new generators do not commute:
where P
′
[µν] generate higher spin symmetries of the theory of the form
By iterating this procedure [P
, one can construct an infinite number of antisymmetric tensor conserved currents. One can also construct their fermionic counterparts by commuting with the (anti-)BRST charges Q a .
Of course, since the theory we are dealing with is free, we should not be surprised by the presence of infinite-dimensional higher spin symmetry algebras. It was not obvious that these currents must be generated by repeated commutators of Q a and K µ (because OSp(d, 2|2) could be a minimal closure of the algebra), yet the above discussion shows that the generation of the higher spin symmetry does happen in our theory.
Notice that for the above conclusion it was important that we included both BRST and anti-BRST generators into the symmetry algebra. Were we to artificially leave out one of them, the closure would be a finite-dimensional super-algebra which is a subalgebra of
). This subalgebra would include the conformal generators J αβ , the BRST charge Q B = J 1− , the fermionic vector charges J 1µ and the fermionic scalar charge J 1+ (here 1 denotes a component of the Sp(2) index a). The point is that the OSp(d, 2|2) has a grading with respect to the ghost number generator J 12 within Sp(2). We can thus construct a subalgebra by restricting to the non-negative ghost number sector. In particular, the problematic anti-commutation (5.11) is avoided, and P ′ would not appear in the algebra.
This subalgebra is not simple (and thus does not appear in the Kac classification), because it contains a non-trivial ideal consisting of the strictly positive ghost number generators.
6 Summary, discussion and lessons
In this paper, we started by showing the following three technical results:
• The Maxwell theory in d = 4 is an example of a unitary, scale invariant theory which is not conformally invariant. We demonstrated this in two ways: a) by showing that the physical, gauge invariant fields F µν and : (F µν ) 2 : are neither primaries nor descendants; b) in the textbook way -by showing that the energy-momentum tensor cannot be improved to be traceless.
• The d = 3 Maxwell theory can be extended to a unitary CFT by introducing a new local field: a primary scalar B. In the extended theory, F µν is a descendant of B.
• The d ≥ 5 Maxwell theory cannot be extended to a unitary CFT, since this would contradict unitarity bounds. However, it can be extended to a non-unitary CFT,
by introducing a primary vector Y µ of which F µν is a descendant.
This group of results is interesting for two reasons. First, it provides a clearcut counterexample to the often assumed conjecture that any unitary and scale invariant theory is conformal. It is pretty amazing that this counterexample escaped the attention of the recent literature on the subject. 11 Second, our results point a way to generalize the conjecture so that it has a chance to remain true: Could it be that in fact any unitary and scale invariant theory can be made conformal by extending the set of local fields?
At present we do not have any evidence in favor of this generalized conjecture except for the fact that it does not contradict our examples. A most puzzling thing is that nonunitary conformal extensions need to be allowed, as the d ≥ 5 Maxwell theory case shows.
We thus proceeded to take a closer look at this case. Our findings here can be summarized as follows:
• We showed how to separate the unitary part of the Hilbert space by using the usual BRST language. In fact, the non-unitary field Y µ can be interpreted as the vector potential in a particular ξ-gauge in which its propagator is conformally invariant. 11 We have noticed that Birrell and Davis [20] , Section 3.8, do mention in passing that the Maxwell theory is conformally invariant only in d = 4. Another precursor result is a classification, for any d, of all primary operators φ which can consistently satisfy the free field equation ∂ 2 φ = 0 [21] , [22] , [17] . An antisymmetric two-tensor is not in the list for d = 4.
• The (anti-)BRST operators do not commute with the conformal algebra.
• An attempt to close the algebra starting from BRST, anti-BRST and conformal generators leads to an infinite-dimensional superalgebra which includes higher-spin symmetry generators (present in the Maxwell theory since it is free). On the other hand, starting from just the BRST and conformal generators (i.e. omitting anti-BRST) we can generate a finite-dimensional algebra, which is a subalgebra of the orthosymplectic superalgebra OSp(d, 2|2).
Based on this study, we can speculate that if other, and interacting, examples of theories following the above generalized conjecture with a non-unitary CFT extension do exist, they should also perhaps realize OSp(d, 2|2) or its nonnegative ghost-number subalgebra in their Hilbert space.
Unfortunately, it seems quite difficult to search for such counterexamples, since it is impossible to marginally deform the d ≥ 5 Maxwell theory by coupling it to matter. Indeed, the dimension of A µ is different from that of ∂ µ so that the covariant derivative ∂ µ + ieA µ with a dimensionless coupling e cannot be introduced while preserving scale invariance. This would not exclude the possibility that the UV fixed point may be asymptotically safe, and we might expect a scale invariant but non-conformal field theory with a strongly coupled fixed point. Such a theory may or may not possess the hidden non-unitarity realized conformal invariance of our free Maxwell theory. In such a case, the anti-BRST transformation and its commutation relation with the conformal charge must be modified compared with the free Maxwell theory because we would not expect an infinite number of conserved charges in interacting field theories.
Another obstruction to constructing such theories comes from their dual holographic descriptions (when they are expected to exist). It was proven that as long as the effective supergravity description is valid with matter satisfing the strict null energy condition, the solutions of the equation of motion (even with higher derivative corrections) automatically possess the AdS isometry if we impose the Poincaré isometry and the scaling isometry [23] . One could argue that a free theory is not expected to have a dual that is in any sense accurately described by supergravity, as the dual of a free theory is necessarily very strongly coupled. Nevertheless these holographic arguments do suggest that it may be difficult to construct intereacting examples of scale invariant but non-conformal theories. [Σ µν , Σ ρσ ] = +i(η µρ Σ νσ ± perms) .
The algebra (A.1) corresponds to the mostly minus Minkowski signature. Beware that the literature uses inconsistent sign conventions for various generators, in particular M µν and D (our conventions are those of [24] ). Also, the generator action is usually given with relative sign errors among various terms; this is not surprising because in practice these expressions are actually rarely used. However, we will need them, so we re-checked from scratch by using the original method of Mack and Salam [25] .
As is well known, the algebra (A.1) is isomorphic to SO(d, 2). The isomorphism is exhibited by identifying 
B Unitarity bound for vectors
Metsaev [16] and Minwalla [17] have shown that in any number of spacetime dimensions d a unitary primary vector must have dimension ∆ ≥ d−1. We will give here an independent derivation of this result (see [26] , [4] for similar arguments) based on the fact that conformal invariance fixes the primary vector two-point function to have the (Euclidean) form:
The condition under which an improvement is possible was discussed in Section 3. In the present case, the trace of the energy-momentum tensor must take the form
up to the equations of motion:
By collecting coefficients of four independent terms (∂A) 2 , A µ ∂ µ (∂A), ∂ ν A µ ∂ ν A µ , and
These equations have one and only solution ξ = ξ * .
